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Overview

Connecting & Serving First Responder Teams
Across the U.S.
Cradlepoint is proud to connect and serve first responders with
technology designed to work in the toughest conditions and when
agencies, officers, and the community need it the most.
Cloud Management
With advancements in cloud management, IT departments in public safety agencies can save valuable hours and costs by
performing critical management functions remotely from a cloud-based management service, keeping first responders out
in the field.

Security
As the number of connected devices that first responders utilize continues to increase, so does risk. First responders need
solutions where security is built into all levels, ensuring networks remain always connected and protected.

Ruggedized Hardware
First responders depend on ruggedized hardware for a resilient network that will hold up in the harsh environments they
face daily.

Simple Scaling to Advanced Technologies
New and innovative connected technologies are helping first responders be more efficient in the performance of their
duties, stay safer, collaborate better, and access crucial information faster. The following are some examples of real-world
technology use cases and the challenges that first responder IT organizations may encounter in the implementation and
management of them.

3,000+ agencies
use Cradlepoint solutions to help
keep communities safe.
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Always-On LTE Connectivity:
Indianapolis Fire Department
Providing reliable connectivity to fire trucks for any
environment or emergency
— Agency Needs
Indianapolis Fire Department (IFD) encountered inconsistent signal strength
with its fleet devices. In an attempt to fix the issue, IFD began using USB-based
air cards to keep its laptops and other in-vehicle applications connected. Fire
personnel noticed improved network access with the air cards, but not to the level
needed during emergency situations. Often simply driving over a bump in the
road or accidentally bumping the USB would knock the connection loose.

— Solution
Cradlepoint’s ruggedized COR Series routers were deployed in more than 100 fire
vehicles, as well as Cradlepoint NetCloud Service for mobile for management of all
the devices, making firmware upgrades fast and simple.

— Benefits
Cradlepoint enabled always-on LTE connectivity — completely removing the
issues that come with a USB-based air card. IFD also now has ignition sensing and
hardware that is ruggedized to protect against vibration, shock, dust, splash, and
humidity. Additionally, through NetCloud, the department’s IT team has revolutionized
the way it monitors, manages, and troubleshoots its network in fleet vehicles,
maximizing IT man-hours.
“The Cradlepoint solutions have offered us the stability we’ve never had—and

4 of the 5 largest
fire departments

with NetCloud, my team can manage and troubleshoot our mobile networks remotely
— keeping our firefighters and vehicles always connected and ready for action,” said
Battalion Chief Dale Rolfson, IT manager with the Indianapolis Fire Department.
Read full success story

rely on Cradlepoint solutions in the U.S.
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Keeping Officers in the Field:
Boise Police Department
Building cost-effective solutions in police cruisers
for advanced networking
— Agency Needs
The Boise Police Department (BPD) needed to replace its outdated, expensive, and
difficult-to-maintain in-vehicle network connectivity solution, which depended on
air cards that the officers had to plug (and unplug) into the back of their laptops.
Keeping track of and replacing broken or missing modems consumed an inordinate
amount of IT staff time.

— Solution
BPD now uses Cradlepoint COR Series devices in its 150-vehicle fleet. It also
leverages Cradlepoint NetCloud Service for mobile to enable central configuration,
monitoring, and management of the network.

— Benefits
Always-on connectivity and NetCloud offer cost savings by keeping officers in the
field and shrinking the time and resources needed to conduct fleet-wide software
upgrades — giving back an estimated 160 man-hours per round of updates
according to the BPD IT team.
With the Cradlepoint router, officers now have network connectivity to access
information while in their cars, so they no longer have to drive back and forth across
town to headquarters to file their reports. Also, with onboard WiFi that extends all
around the vehicles, BPD has the ability to have multiple officers converge onto an
incident scene and access the network.
“Our overall goal is to create a mobile-office environment for everyone out in the field.
We want our police officers, firefighters, paramedics, code enforcement officers,
inspectors — anyone working in the field — to have all the information technology
they need to work together to get the most out of our tax dollars. Cradlepoint’s
wireless technology is helping us get there,” said Garry Beaty, Chief Information

Police Departments
in the largest U.S. cities rely on
Cradlepoint solutions to help keep
citizens safe.

Officer for the City of Boise.
Read full success story
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Reliable Network Connectivity
& Redundancy: Indianapolis
Emergency Medical Services
Providing improved reliability in network connectivity
— Agency Needs
Indianapolis Emergency Medical Services (IEMS) needed improved reliability
in cellular connectivity for its in-vehicle Mobile Data Terminals (MDTs), mobile
devices, and electronic patient care reporting (ePCR) system. Another prime
concern for IEMS was to achieve redundancy and connectivity based on
multiple cellular networks.

— Solution
To secure improved and redundant connectivity, IEMS leveraged Cradlepoint’s
COR and AER Series routers to encompass its 60-plus vehicle fleet and secure its
headquarters, as well as Cradlepoint NetCloud Service for mobile for full visibility
and management of all devices from a single location, no matter where the
Cradlepoint equipped vehicles may be.

— Benefits
IEMS noticed its connectivity issues dropping, as well as its ePCR communication
improving. With a dependable cellular connection, paramedics can enter data on a
patient and have near real-time delivery to the facility awaiting the patient.
NetCloud was also utilized for cloud management and complete visibility. IEMS
can immediately check and see whether a problem on a device is a connectivity or
hardware issue.

93% of the top 15
most populated U.S. cities rely on
Cradlepoint solutions.

Additionally, IEMS has Cradlepoint solutions at headquarters as the failover network
for the building in case the fiber lines are cut or go down. Cradlepoint keeps IEMS
connected and communication devices active as emergencies arise.
“A huge driving force for us with the Cradlepoint is reliable connectivity so those
software applications on the MDT and ePCR work consistently,” said Kevin Gona,
Chief of Logistics for IEMS.
Read full success story
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Reliable Network Connectivity &
Redundancy: Anne Arundel County
Fire Department
Utilizing reliable connectivity & real-time GPS to help save lives
— Agency Needs
Anne Arundel County Fire Department (AACoFD) decided to implement a new CAD system,
and it needed reliable LTE connectivity that would ensure accurate, real-time
GPS information.

— Solution
To extend constant and highly secure connectivity to nearly 200 fire vehicles, AACoFD
selected Cradlepoint’s in-vehicle routers, delivered through Cradlepoint NetCloud Service
for mobile. With always-on WAN access, AACoFD can rely on its GPS-based vehicle location
data and CAD system to help improve public safety.

— Benefits
LTE constant connectivity gives AACoFD the confidence to rely on real-time vehicle
location information that allows their CAD system to choose and send fire apparatus and
personnel to the emergencies that are nearest their current location.
Cradlepoint’s built-in stateful, multi-zone firewalls protect the sensitive patient health
information and vehicle location data. AACoFD also can depend on Cradlepoint’s 24x7
support team for industry-leading expertise.
AACoFD leverages NetCloud, which provides visibility into network status and data
from anywhere to view the status of routers and push out NetCloud OS updates, security
updates, and custom apps remotely to the entire fleet.
“The ability to access NetCloud from any location really expanded the support capabilities
that our team could provide. Just that visibility alone is something we don’t get with a lot
of other spaces within our IT infrastructure,” said Emily Meadows, the public safety portfolio

80% of fire departments
in the 10 most populated U.S. cities trust
Cradlepoint solutions.

manager for AACoFD.
Read full success story
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Secure, Constant Connectivity:
City of Page
Increasing security in the face of evolving technology
— Agency Needs
Reliable connectivity is vital for the well-being of the citizens in Page, Arizona.
The city needed constant network uptime and interconnectivity between
departments, locations, vehicles, applications, and devices for immediate
communication of vital civic services. Another key need was constant mobile
connectivity and network access in police vehicles, so officers could do their
work from the field instead of at headquarters.

— Solution
Cradlepoint’s AER and COR Series routers, along with Cradlepoint NetCloud
Service, bring multiple networks together with simplified connectivity and
visibility. NetCloud Perimeter, which uses SD-Perimeter technology, provides
a secure and encrypted private overlay network that connects people, places,
and things through either a desktop or mobile client or a gateway on the
router platforms.

— Benefits
LTE is the primary WAN source in the police vehicles for onboard tablets.
In fixed locations such as city hall and police headquarters, Cradlepoint’s multiWAN routers use LTE for failover connectivity and an always-on network.
These solutions offer advanced security, including stateful firewall, and fully encrypt
sensitive data; they also support cloud-managed intrusion detection and prevention.

100% of the top 10

most populated U.S. cities rely on
Cradlepoint solutions.

Centralized cloud management through NetCloud enables the city’s IT specialists
to remotely monitor and manage all of its routers.
“If we need to remote desktop into a ruggedized tablet in a police vehicle, we
can do that with Cradlepoint’s SD-Perimeter. Without Cradlepoint, this would
have taken a lot more hardware, software, and man-hours,” said Kane Scott,
IT director, City of Page.
Read full success story
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Solution Package
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The Best Solution for Always-on Networks to
Protect & Serve Communities
LEARN MORE NOW

First responders depend on digital and connected technologies to help quickly provide
life-saving assistance, deal with emergencies, and bring order to chaotic situations.
Multiple Wireless Connections

DEMO
Advanced Analytics

By supporting load balancing across multiple wireless connections

Cradlepoint offers agencies the ability to see how their

— which are supported by Cradlepoint — and even carriers, first

network is being used, pinpoint all applications per network,

responders get the reliable connectivity they need in remote

monitor and analyze traffic patterns and usage, and then

locations, at events, or when disaster strikes.

optimize network performance based on these fine-grain

Centralized Cloud Management
Cradlepoint NetCloud Service cuts the time and cost to

management capabilities.

Software-Defined Perimeter

deploy and manage networks. Cloud management enables

With Cradlepoint NetCloud Perimeter, agencies can spin up

IT administrators to deploy branch, mobile, and IoT networks

perimeter-secured overlay networks with a private IP address

quickly and manage more endpoints with fewer people.

space, completely invisible to outside networks, that can be

LTE Solutions with Mobile SD-WAN
Cradlepoint’s mobile SD-WAN solutions featuring dual modems

deployed in just a few minutes via the cloud.

Comprehensive Edge Security

provide first responder applications with the highest levels of

More connected devices mean a higher risk of a dangerous

network resiliency and elasticity, with benefits such as control

security breach. Cradlepoint solutions provide Unified Threat

of data plan costs, automatic wireless-to-wireless failover, and

Management (UTM) abilities with a comprehensive intrusion

intelligent path selection based on LTE signal characteristics.

protection system (IPS) and intrusion detection system (IDS),

Dual-SIM Functionality
Cloud-managed Cradlepoint routers with dual-SIM functionality
allow organizations to switch carriers remotely whenever
the need arises, based on which carrier is providing the best
network experience at that time. With Auto Carrier Selection,
adding a new SIM card is simple. The modem detects which
SIM card is installed, loads the correct carrier firmware and
configuration settings automatically, and connects to the carrier.
No Internet access is required.

which protects sensitive data. Also, secure web filtering and
cloud-based threat intelligence protects first responders
whether at headquarters or in their vehicles.
With field-proven LTE solutions, Cradlepoint is a trusted
provider for first responders — whether in-vehicle or at the
station. To keep cloud solutions and devices in top condition,
all Cradlepoint solutions offer U.S.-based, 24x7 support with a
dedicated line for first responder agencies.
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Next Steps

Next Steps
Discover more about Cradlepoint’s all-inclusive
NetCloud Solution Packages for branch, mobile, and
IoT networks with 24x7 support for first responders.

LEARN MORE NOW

Trial Cradlepoint NetCloud Service & NetCloud Perimeter
DEMO

Steps for starting a trial with Cradlepoint:

— Step 1
Do you have a Cradlepoint router? If not, you will need one to experience the full value
of NetCloud (cloud management) and NetCloud Perimeter (SD-Perimeter). Contact us
to learn which router (branch, mobile, or IoT) will meet your network solution needs.

— Step 2

GET PRODUCTION DETAILS

While you are waiting to receive your router (or if you already have one), create a
NetCloud trial account and get started by creating a virtual network in just a few
minutes.

— Step 3

LEARN MORE NOW

Let us know if you would like a solution specialist to walk you through your trial account.
Our solutions team is here to make sure you have a successful experience.

Want to view a demo? Or speak to a solutions specialist?
Call us directly: +1-855-813-3385

DEMO

Learn more at cradlepoint/first-responder
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